Abstract-A number of commercially available optical-fiber connector styles ST, SC, and FC were tested to determine the extent to which their use in bulkhead adapter feedthroughs would compromise the shielding of electromagnetic interference for electronic enclosures. Connectors and adapter barrels made from metal, ceramic, and polymer materials were included in the tests. The tests were carried out using a nested reverberation cell and covered a frequency range from 1 to 16 GHz. Although we rely on data acquired by making shielding effectiveness (SE) measurements, we report the results in terms of a transmission cross section which is the ratio of the power coupled into an enclosure through an aperture to the power per unit area incident on the aperture. The amount of coupling through the feedthroughs we tested varied over 70 dB. The shielding of an all-metal FC connector system was nearly equal to that of a blank reference plate. In some cases, a feedthrough coupled more energy into the enclosure than was coupled through the empty hole required to mount the adapter barrel. Unlike SE, the transmission cross sections do not depend on the volume, shape, or construction materials of the enclosure and can be used to estimate the degradation in the SE for enclosures other than our reference cell. The uncertainties in the reported transmission cross sections are calculated to be 3 dB and are small compared to the differences between the measured cross sections.
I. INTRODUCTION
W E HAVE tested a number of commercially available optical-fiber, adapter-barrel feedthroughs to determine the extent that they would compromise the shielding of electronic enclosures against electromagnetic interference (EMI) [1] . In this paper, we report the measurement techniques, data analysis, and uncertainty analysis together with the results. The result are expected to be of considerable interest to engineers involved in designing optical-fiber links for electromagnetic environments, to provide base line data for possible additional studies, and to aid the development of standard procedures to evaluate the shielding effectiveness (SE) of a variety of optoelectronic components.
Although optical-fiber is immune to EMI, photodiodes, laser diodes, and their associated electronic circuitry are not. These components must be placed in shielded enclosures with filtered supplies in order to operate satisfactorily in an environment of strong EMI. Therefore, leakage of electromagnetic energy around optical-fiber feedthroughs and into shielded enclosures is a significant problem, and one which we expect to worsen as bandwidth and data rates increase. This is especially true for analog links used in demanding metrology applications such as often are encountered at the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). Although fiber feedthroughs that provide excellent shielding for critical applications can be custom made, in many cases it is expedient to use commercially available adapter-barrel feedthroughs. The degree to which the SE of an enclosure is compromised by those feedthroughs having polymer bodies is of special interest.
II. THEORY
The SE of an enclosure is very dependent on its geometry and construction materials. Therefore, we compare the SE of a reference enclosure with the feedthrough installed to the SE of that same enclosure with a small reference aperture and then calculate a transmission cross section for the feedthrough. The transmission cross section can then be used to estimate the degradation in the SE of more practical enclosures that use the same feedthrough system. We closely follow the work of Hill et al. [2] who studied the aperture excitation of large cavities. The experimental arrangement consists of nested, mode-stirred reverberation cells as shown in Fig. 1 . The inner cell is our reference enclosure. The cells operate much like common microwave ovens. Power radiated by the transmitting antenna establishes an RF field between the cells. The mode-stirring paddles assure that all modes are excited and the resultant fields are isotropic when averaged over time. Because of high RF reflectance and low losses at the cell walls, relatively high electrical fields can be established around the nested cell with modest input power U.S. Government work not protected by U.S. copyright.
to the transmitting antenna ( 00 V/m with inputs of 10 W). Also, only a slight leakage into the reference cell results in a measurable signal from the receiving antenna . The SE of an enclosure is defined from the ratio of the power density incident on the enclosure and monitored with the receiving antenna to the power density inside the enclosure and monitored with the receiving antenna as SE
For an enclosure with a small aperture and containing no source, SE is always positive. The ratio is given formally by [2] as (2) where wavenumber of the incident EM radiation; transmission cross section of the aperture averaged for uniform, isotropic incident radiation of wavelength ; volume of the enclosure; quality factor for the electrical characteristics of the enclosure; contribution of a particular loss mechanism to the total of the enclosure. The values of and can be determined directly by experimental measurements. If we also know the of the enclosure, we can obtain the transmission cross section for the feedthrough. However, an accurate determination of the is difficult by either direct experimental measurements or theoretical calculations. Fortunately, we can avoid having to explicitly determine the cavity by measuring the SE of the enclosure with an installed feedthrough relative to the SE of the same enclosure with a well defined reference aperture and then determine the transmission cross section of the feedthrough in relation to that of the reference aperture.
Nevertheless, it is instructive to estimate and compare the various losses from the enclosure. Using the expressions in [2] together with the geometry and materials of our nested cell, we have calculated due to the absorption in the enclosure walls, due to the power coupled into the receiving antenna, and due to the power radiated back out of a small open aperture. For the conductivity of the walls, we used the value of 8.83 10 S/m that was experimentally measured for an aluminum alloy similar to that from which our nested cell was fabricated [2] . The result are shown in Fig. 2 . At frequencies below 1 GHz, the absorption by the receiving antenna is dominant. Above this frequency, the dominant loss is absorption by the enclosure walls. The loss back out the small aperture is insignificant at low frequencies and is more that 20 dB below the wall loss at high frequencies.
Additional power can be absorbed by cable jackets, connectors, and various metal components that are inside the enclosure and are necessary for the measurement system to work. Since these materials are poor absorbers, we expect this contribution to be relatively small. We add to account for these losses and leave it to be determined as a small correction term that provides the fit between the theoretically predicted SE for a small circular reference aperture and the experimentally measured data. The power transmitted through an open aperture is given in [2] as (3) Although an exact theoretical solution for the transmission coefficient of a circular aperture in a thin conducting sheet is available in terms of spheroidal functions [3] and solutions based on variational approximations have been reported by Levine and Schwinger [4] for normal incidence, we used the approximate solutions for electrically small and electrically large apertures of radius given by Hill et al. [2] as electrically small (4) and electrically large (5) Fig. 3 shows the approximation for normal incidence together with those for electrically small and electrically large cases.
Since the experimental data from [2] also indicate a resonance in the transmission cross section near = 1.5, we chose up to = 1.4 and then linearly connect this with for as shown. These relations define the reference values for the open apertures that we used to determine the transmission cross sections of the feedthroughs. Using (3) together with the assumption that the transmission cross sections for electromagnetic energy entering and leaving the test enclosure through the open aperture are the same, we can express (2) as (6) where (7) and includes all the losses except for the transmission back out through the aperture or feedthrough. If a feedthrough is partially absorbing, the energy lost from inside the enclosure will be slightly larger than the transmission of energy into the enclosure. However, by lowering the feedthrough into the cell during the SE measurements for the reference aperture, the absorption due to it is included in . The feedthroughs we tested were very small compared to the size of the nested cell and constructed of metals and dielectrics which have little absorption. The very small difference in the absorption of the feedthrough between having it inside the cell or mounted in the cell wall is considerably less than our measurement uncertainty, and is indistinguishable from a constant during a measurement sequence used for a particular adapter barrel. Thus, the measured transmission cross section for a feedthrough can be expressed in terms of the theoretical values for the small open apertures as (8) The ratio is obtained from the spectrum analyzers used to accumulate the data as (9) where calibration factor for the spectrum analyzer I; calibration factor for losses in cables to spectrum analyzer I; transfer function for antenna I; combined transfer coefficient that is independent of the feedthrough under test; numerical output from a spectrum analyzer I; .
III. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

A. Test and Connector Matrix
We performed measurements on three readily available optical-fiber connector systems that represent the most cost-effective approach for optical-fiber links in many applications. Although the origin of the nomenclature is obscure, the three styles are designated as ST, SC, and FC/PC by the industry. These styles all have similar basic construction utilizing connector bodies, precision ferrules to secure the fibers, and sleeves in adaptor barrels to properly align the ferrules. The various components are identified in the cross section of a typical feedthrough shown in Fig. 4 . The ST and FC styles are available in a variety of material combinations ranging from all dielectric to all metal, and include metal connector and adapter bodies with either stainless steel or ceramic ferrules and alignment sleeves. This provided an opportunity to separately study a number of variables that might affect the SE of a feedthrough. The SC system is primarily of polymer and ceramic construction. However, we used SC adapter barrels with both metal and ceramic alignment sleeves. Limited resources did not permit us to test all the combinations. Instead, we tested representative all-metal and all-dielectric systems and then a mix of some of the metal and dielectric components in order to get an idea of the performance of systems that might occur in general use. Table I lists the various connectors and adapter barrels that we tested together with their construction materials. For brevity and convenience throughout the rest of the paper, we assign the codes given in column 3 to the various test configurations. For example, STMP is an all-metal ST connector mated with a polymer adapter barrel having a ceramic alignment sleeve. SCD refers to the duplex style SC connector, which holds two fibers and consists of side-by-side SC connectors.
B. Apparatus
The large reverberation chamber and its use in general EMI/EMC studies is described in detail by Crawford and Koepke [5] . Table II summarizes the basic characteristics of it and the nested cell.
The nested cell has a square port (225 mm on each side) to which a test plate can be mounted. Fig. 5 shows a cross section of a plate in the mounting frame with the double row of finger-stock seals to minimize unwanted leakage of electromagnetic energy. To further suppress leakage into the cell, we also placed a 30-mm wide strip of steel wool between the plate and the mounting frame as shown. We mounted the adapter barrels in a 300-mm square, 1.6-mm thick aluminum test plate following the manufactures' recommended procedures. No effort was made to increase the shielding by adding extra gaskets under the feedthroughs. However, before assembly all contact surfaces on the plate and cell wall were buffed with steel wool to remove any oxide layers. To obtain high EMI immunity for the signal lines between the nested cell and the bulkhead into the large reverberation chamber, we used semi-rigid coaxial cable. The dc line to the mode-stirring paddle in the nested cell was shielded and filtered. All electrical connections were wrapped in steel wool and then covered with electrically conducting tape.
C. Data Acquisition
Data were acquired for each feedthrough configuration using the instrumentation shown in Fig. 6 and described in [1] . The broadband, open horn receiving antennas were a matched pair with frequency responses from 800 MHz to 16 GHz. Since appropriate power amplifiers only cover about one octave in fre- quency, we had to continually switch between six different amplifiers in order to cover the 1-16-GHz range and maintain between 3-10 W of input power.
We first measured a solid, blank reference plate to determine the leakage into the nested cell and to establish a maximum SE that could be detected above the noise. Then we mounted a plate with an installed optical-fiber feedthrough and measured the SE. Finally, without disturbing the mounting plate, we removed the external connector, detached the adapter barrel, lowered it into the nested cell, and repeated the SE measurement. The total time to acquire data over the 1-16-GHz frequency range was about 10 h/connector configuration.
At frequencies above 2.7 GHz, we used a mode-stirred technique where the input is repetitively swept across a frequency band, while the metal stirring paddles are slowly rotated to mix the cavity modes and establish a field that is nearly isotropic when averaged over time. The weak signal from the receiving antenna inside the nested cell was accumulated by a spectrum analyzer with a tracking generator that supplied the input to the power amplifiers. We could not synchronize the second spectrum analyzer with the tracking generator, so the stronger signal from the antenna between the chamber walls was accumulated by a free-running spectrum analyzer.
At frequencies below the 2.7-GHz cutoff of our tracking generator, we left the signal generator at a set frequency while the spectrum analyzers accumulated data over many paddle wheel revolutions. This generally results in more accurate data at the measurement frequency, but allows the possibility of missing narrow resonances that would show up in swept frequency measurements. However, we do not expect any narrow resonances at the lower frequencies for the connector systems under study because their physical dimensions are much smaller than a wavelength of the electromagnetic field.
We accumulated data in a peak-hold mode on each spectrum analyzer and averaged long enough to ensure that mode and channel filling were complete. Although theoretical values for the transmission cross section are modeled more accurately by an averaged signal, the approximate 8-dB increase in the signal obtained using the peak-hold method cancels when the ratio of the two signals is taken.
IV. DATA ANALYSIS
Our goal is to calculate the transmission cross sections for the bulkhead feedthroughs using (8) and the SE data. We applied the transfer coefficient to the 7000 points between 2.7 and 16 GHz, that were accumulated for each feedthrough system to obtain the ratios as a function of frequency. The experimental data from reverberation chamber measurements are typically very noisy because of the statistical mixing of the many possible modes. Therefore, we applied a smoothing procedure which reduced each data set to about 700 points. The procedure consisted of replacing the value of each data point with the value obtained for it from a second-order least-squares fit to the nine points centered on it. Then, each third point of the set was saved into a reduced data set. Each spectral trace was smoothed twice using this algorithm. Fig. 7 shows the resulting traces for the blank reference plate and a plate with the 9.5-mm diameter open aperture required to mount the ST bulkhead adapter. The data from 6 to 8 GHz for the blank reference plate are shown before smoothing. There is no significant loss in sharp spectral features for the smoothed curves. The curve for the blank plate shows a sharp dip at 14 GHz, which we attribute to a resonance in the leakage through one of the door seals in the enclosure. At the bottom of the figure we have also included limited data acquired for the SE of the open, large square mounting port (0.25 m by 0.25 m). The SE we calculate from theory for a 9.5-mm diameter aperture in our reference enclosure is the smooth, featureless solid curve labeled STOA in Fig. 7 . However, the raw data show occasional step-like jumps that always occur at frequencies where we physically changed the input and output cables to the power amplifiers. Their cause was later traced to a bad cable connector. We used the theoretical curves and other experimental evidence to correct the spectral traces for most cases where short segments of the data were clearly out of line with the rest of the curve.
A smooth, continuous analytical expression which fits both the theory of small, open apertures and the experimentally obtained values for ( is desirable in order to remove the statistical fluctuations from the data and allow interpolation to any desired frequency within the experimental limits. The theoretical curve for STOA lies about 7 dB below the experimental data. This implies the presence of additional losses such as higher than expected wall losses or absorption by other materials in the cell which lower the . Especially significant was an observation that some steel wool was likely left exposed at the lip of the mounting plate as shown in Fig. 5 . We estimated the additional absorption by an aperture equal to the surface area of the exposed steel wool and applied (5) across all , since the currents that would normally flow around the boundary of an electrically small aperture would be attenuated in the steel wool. When we added a term to (2) to account for this loss, the recalculated SE gave a much better fit to the observed data. In order to obtain an analytical expression for ( that more accurately fit the experimental data and includes other losses in the enclosure, we let (10) and used a standard regression analysis [6] to determine the fitting parameters , and . The resulting fit matches the experimental data well, as shown by the dashed line. The fitting parameters calculated for the apertures used with the ST, SC, and FC connectors are given in Table III . Variations in the fitting parameters arise from different amounts of steel wool left exposed, the effects of the faulty coaxial connector, and inaccuracies in the simple theory for describing the transmission of the reference apertures.
We calculated the transmission cross sections for the various feedthroughs using (8) , the theoretical values for the reference apertures, the experimental data for ( , and the curves fit to the data for (
. The results are presented in graphical form in Figs. 8-10 . The smooth, solid curves in the Table I. figures are the fits to ( that we obtained by using the fitting parameters shown in Table III for . The dashed curve is the fit to the 9.5-mm open aperture and is included as a common reference in all the plots.
V. UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS
We use (8) as the starting point for a standard propagation of uncertainties [7] for the measured transmission cross sections. We differentiate (8) by parts, normalize by the total cross section, conclude that the various component uncertainties are independent and uncorrelated, and finally sum the squares of the Table I. terms to obtain (11) for the squared, fractional uncertainty in . Note that the uncertainty in a quantity such as is designated by . We have used (9) to separate systematic errors due to the transfer coefficient from the statistical fluctuations inherent in the data from the mode-stirred chamber. The component fractional uncertainties are spectrally dependent. They are discussed below, plotted in Fig. 11 , and summarized in Table IV which identifies whether they are derived from a statistical evaluation (Type A) or by some other method (Type B).
A. Uncertainty in the Transmission Cross Section for the Reference Aperture
Uncertainties in the cross sections for the small circular reference apertures arise from the inadequacies in the elec- Table I. trically large and electrically small approximations, especially in the transition region. Previous studies [2] have shown these approximations to give good agreement with data for circular apertures at the high and low frequency ends of the spectrum. In the transition region where 1 10, minor resonances appear to be present. They are consistent with cross sections approximated from theory by Levine and Schwinger [4] for normal incidence. Accurate data for all angles of incidence are not available in the literature. We chose a rectangular distribution with the error bounds shown in Fig. 3 for the uncertainty in . Our experimental data for the rectangular aperture of the single-fiber, simplex system (SCOA) were fit well with a circular aperture of equivalent area. However, for the higher aspect ratio aperture of the duplex style feedthrough (SCDO) this worked well only for the electrically large approximation. Numerical analysis of rectangular apertures [8] indicates that for the transmission cross section for the SC-duplex aperture would be only about 1 dB over that of a circle with equal area. The larger deviation that we observe is probably due to resonances that are more important near = 1. When we placed a 1-mm wide piece of conducting copper-foil tape across the center of the aperture, the measured SE was nearly that expected for two of the SC-simplex apertures. Therefore, we concluded that was close enough to that for the SC-simplex aperture that we could also use the SCOA data as the reference for the SC-duplex measurements. We think that the increase in the uncertainty for the transmission cross section measured for the SC-duplex feedthrough due to this choice of a reference is considerably less than the uncertainties in the values for the reference aperture itself, or to the statistical errors associated with ( .
B. Uncertainties in the Ratios for
We use the curves fitted to the ( data to determine the transmission cross sections. The uncertainties for the fitting parameters were calculated from the covariance matrices provided by a standard regression analysis. Although the residuals between the experimental data and the fitted curves show a small somewhat periodic dependence that appears to be reproduced in three of the four data sets, we can find no explanation for this in the physics of the measurement and conclude the effect is an artifact of the instrumentation. Since the errors associated with ( are much smaller than the total uncertainty, there is no compelling reason to pursue a better fit.
We use the root-mean-square of the residuals between the fitted curves and the experimental data for the open apertures as the basic uncertainty in the values for (
. The normalized uncertainty was uniform across frequency and SE. This is a conservative approach since it includes regions where the data for the open aperture are not centered about the fitted curve. Because of the occasional correction in the data to compensate for the effect of the faulty coaxial connector, we estimate the uncertainty in ( to be two times larger than the mean square of the residuals. Since this effect is intermittent in the data, we have included it as a random uncertainty rather than as a systematic error in the calibration factor for the cable.
C. Uncertainties in the Calibration Factors
The uncertainties in the individual calibration factors are determined by manufacturers' specifications and NIST calibration data. We calibrated the spectrum analyzers frequently during the experiment using known input signals and obtained the calibration uncertainties give in Table IV . They are about 1 dB below the manufacturer's specifications. The two receiving antennas are a closely matched pair, so 1, and systematic errors in their calibrated response should cancel. However, we applied the uncertainty quoted by the manufacturer to each antenna factor separately. The calibration of the coaxial cables on a network analyzer provides an uncertainty of about 0.5 dB. The contribution to the total error from systematic errors in the calibration factors is small. Furthermore, almost all values of are greater than 100 so that any systematic error in these ratios due to the transfer constant nearly cancels from the numerator and denominator of (8) .
D. Combined Standard Uncertainty
The root-mean-square combined fractional uncertainty for the transmission cross section is shown in Fig. 11 . It was obtained by adding the component fractional uncertainties according to (11). The primary contribution is the large uncer- is for a coverage factor of 2 corresponding to a 95% confidence interval.
tainty associated with ( . The next most significant contribution is for the theoretical values used for the transmission cross section of the small circular apertures. An uncertainty of 3 dB is typical for measurements using reverberation cells.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have successfully measured the ability of several opticalfiber bulkhead feedthrough systems to maintain the SE of a reference enclosure. The transmission cross sections calculated for the various feedthroughs range over eight orders of magnitude with uncertainties of 3 dB. The results are all considerably above the noise limits of the measurement system. The results also clearly show the superiority of the FC metal/metal adapter for maintaining the integrity of a shielded enclosure.
Several of the feedthrough combinations degraded the shielding beyond that of the open aperture required for their installation. In the STMP system, the metal connectors through the center of the dielectric adapter barrel form a dipole in the aperture that increases the coupling of electromagnetic radiation into the enclosure. Most polymer connectors (such as those used in STPP, SCPP, and SCDT) have small metal springs between the outer shell and the ferrule. Together with dielectric materials which can act as flux concentrators, the small springs can also increase the coupling of radiation into the enclosure. In the case of the SC simplex connector system, an adapter barrel with a ceramic alignment sleeve was used for the low frequency measurement (SCPP), but the adapter used for the high frequency measurement (SCPM) had a metal alignment sleeve. A substantial increase in the transmission cross section is evident at 2.7 GHz where we changed the adapter barrel.
The curves labeled SCDT and SCDO in Fig. 10 are for the transmission cross sections of the SC-duplex style connectors, with and without a 1-mm wide piece of conducting tape across the center of the aperture. The conducting strip reduces the transmission cross section at low frequencies ( ) to about twice that for a SC-simplex feedthrough. For applications that require SC-duplex connectors, we recommend the use of a conducting strip. This would require either an adapter barrel that would accommodate the strip or two single adapter barrels mounted with dimensions to match the duplex connectors.
The SE of practical electronic enclosures with optical-fiber feedthroughs can be estimated by using the transmission cross sections that we have reported. However, the leakage of energy into an enclosure is also dependent on its particular geometry and orientation with respect to the incident electromagnetic fields.
We have demonstrated a basic measurement technique that can be used to test the SE of a variety of connectors. The basic techniques can be applied to other types of devices and could be adapted for testing active components such as connectormounted laser diodes and photodiodes. Data acquisition could be speeded up by using two spectrum analyzers that could be locked to a single tracking generator. Both acquisition time and signal-to-noise ratio could be improved through the use of a network analyzer to accumulate data. Finally, better theoretical calculations and numerical analysis for the coupling of isotropic radiation through a small circular aperture would reduce the uncertainties in the reference cross sections.
